Service overview

Digital Forensics—
Analysis and Expert
Witness Services

Identify the evidence needed in litigation, investigations
and compliance with expert analysis and specialized skills
in areas such as IP and trade secret theft, data fabrication
and manipulation, recovery of deleted material and the
analysis and interpretation of digital forensic artifacts.

Trusted and
certified experts

Many investigations require looking at more than the content of

documents. From the recovery of deleted data to investigations

Deep expertise

of data falsification and intellectual property theft, forensic

Expert witnesses
when needed

an investigation, there may be concerns that a party has taken

Opposing report
and statement
analysis

analysis is often required to recover and identify critical data. In
steps to delete, or even wipe relevant information, or there may

be suspicions that a document or email has been falsified. Digital
forensic experts can help organizations see beyond the data
readily available to the user.

OpenText industry accredited experts go beyond user files to identify and report on the
evidence needed, digging into the binary information behind the data and identifying
evidence that is not available to the typical user. This approach could establish the
authenticity (or otherwise) of a suspicious document or email, identify evidence of potential
intellectual property theft or recover material which had been deleted and thought to be
unrecoverable. OpenText investigates and explains the evidence—ranging from informal
findings to expert reports and court testimony.
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Trusted and certified experts

OpenText EnCase
Forensic

OpenText EnCase Forensic is the
industry gold standard for scanning,
searching, collecting and securing
forensic data for internal investigations.
No other solution offers the same level
of functionality, flexibility, and has the
track record of court-acceptance as
EnCase Forensic.

OpenText Axcelerate

Quickly find the documents that make
or break a case with an end-to-end
eDiscovery and investigations solution
offering proprietary advanced analytics
and technology-assisted review.

Axcelerate web page
EnCase eDiscovery
web page

Industry certifications assure clients that OpenText staff possess the requisite skills needed
to handle their digital forensic projects. OpenText investigators hold a number of industry
certifications and memberships, including EnCase Certified Expert, Certified Computer
Examiner, Certified Fraud Examiner, and Fellow of the British Computer Society. Our experts
adhere to numerous codes of conduct and can be relied on for their skills and professionalism.

Deep expertise

OpenText experts have significant experience and expertise in investigating matters
including intellectual property theft investigations and falsification of emails and
documents. They also conduct open source investigations and other digital forensic
work, such as the recovery of deleted material. OpenText experts specialize in employing
dedicated forensic tools designed from the ground up for digital forensic analysis. These
tools have undergone extensive testing and peer-review within the industry, and in many
cases have been approved during criminal and civil cases in numerous jurisdictions.

Expert witnesses when needed

OpenText provides reporting at the level needed, from an informal discussion of what has
been identified to a summary of findings that could be provided to the other side in an
effort to reach settlement or to effectively demonstrate a case. OpenText can also provide
a full expert report compliant with rules such as Civil Procedure Rules Part 35 in the UK for
provision to the court. Court testimony can also be provided if required.

Opposing report and statement analysis

OpenText investigators have significant experience analyzing reports and statements from
opposing experts, identifying inconsistencies, omissions and incorrect statements, where
they might exist, and offering alternative explanations and insight.

Summary

Digital Forensics Analysis and Expert Witness Services from OpenText are provided by
industry recognized experts, with access to leading tools and methodologies, including
OpenText™ EnCase™, the gold standard in forensics technology and OpenText™ Axcelerate, a
flexible investigations and eDiscovery platform. Whether insight into suspected IP or trade
secret theft, data fabrication or manipulation, the recovery of deleted material or the analysis
of digital forensic artefacts is needed, OpenText provides the specialized expertise.

About OpenText

OpenText, The Information Company, enables organizations to gain insight through
market leading information management solutions, on-premises or in the cloud. For more
information about OpenText (NASDAQ: OTEX, TSX: OTEX) visit: opentext.com.

Connect with us:

• OpenText CEO Mark Barrenechea’s blog
• Twitter | LinkedIn
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